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STUDENTS’ COUNCIL 

 GENERAL BODY MEETING  

AND SOAPBOX 

 

 

 

 

IISc is witnessing a Students' Council election for the first time in the past 2 years. For the last 2 years, 

the Students' Council candidates were elected unopposed. This year, we are seeing as many as 3 

contestants for the posts of Chairman and Secretary (Academic Affairs). There are 2 candidates for the 

post of General Secretary and there was only one candidate for the position of Secretary (Women's 

Affairs) who was elected unopposed. 
The soapbox is an event where the candidates standing for elections are given an opportunity to state 

their manifesto and the IISc student community is given an opportunity to question the candidates and 

arrive at an informed decision regarding the candidate they would like to vote for.  

The enthusiasm among the candidates was palpable as was the increased turnout in the audience as 

compared to previous years. 

Proceedings began with the General Body Meeting where the present Students' Council presented the 

tasks performed by them in the past year. This was followed by the actual soapbox, where each of the 

contestants was asked to come up on stage and present their manifestos. This was followed by a Q&A 

session with the audience. Voices was present at the General Body Meeting and we present below a 

condensed version of the proceedings for the benefit of those who could not attend the event in person. 

The program started with Pramod, the Chairperson for the term 2012-13, stating how glad he was having 

worked with his team.  

This was then followed by an account of the achievements, initiatives, pending issues and activities 
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undertaken by the Students’ Council in the term 2012-13. 

Keeping in mind the importance of academics, a new and dedicated post of Secretary - Academic Affairs 

was created to handle academics, communication, SSN issues etc. New initiatives like Samanway '13-

Career fair and entrepreneurship awareness group ‘EntIISc’ were well received. SC representation in 

senate meeting was opposed by the Director and the Chairpersons of all departments. Other ideas like 

Wi-Fi in hostels and 24 hour library were rejected by the administration for the reasons that the students 

wouldn't go to the labs and insufficient staff respectively. Night refreshment kiosks in hostels, mobile 

refreshment van in campus were some of the other novel ideas proposed by the SC. The SC also 

proposed a new post for Secretary-Hostel to handle hostel issues, prompting someone from audience to 

sarcastically remark that the SC should create several chairpersons as well. A post of Treasurer was 

suggested to handle finances. The SC also presented the balance sheet for the term 2012-13. 

 

Candidates contesting for the post of Chairperson: 

Annuradha Rakesh ( Mgmt., PhD.) 

Annuradha started off by saying that she was happy to notice this momentum in the current Students’ 

Council elections. It was her internal drive that motivated her to contest for the post of the Chairperson. 

She claimed that it was the failure on the part of the administration to handle students’ issues that has 

prompted us to take the matter in our own hands. When she asked the audience what their first thought 

on seeing their posters was, someone from the audience cheekily said it was waste of paper. Mentioning 

the mess issues, she assured the students that she cannot take her hands off it as it concerns everyone.  

 

Q&A session with the audience: 

Q: You have been in the council for three years, why didn’t you solve the issues till now? Why the need 

to be the Chairperson? 

A: There were two difficulties. The first one is the hierarchical model of the Council and the second one 

is that decisions are always taken in groups, so, friends in the group tend to support one another. Last 

year, I spoke to the director regarding the C mess issue and made sure that it does not shut down. I also 

came up with the suggestion for Wi-Fi spots. My primary duty was to handle women’s issues. 

Q: You were the Women’s Secretary for the last term. My friends told me about the poor condition of the 

girls’ hostel, and when I asked them to talk to you regarding the matter, they said that you didn’t do 

anything about it. What is your take on that? 

A: Me and Sharada got complaint cells started in hostels that managed to solve a lot of problems. 
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Obviously, I have done something. If people don’t come to me, how do I solve their problems? 

Q: Are you honest and dedicated to your cause? You have broken rules while campaigning by going 

room to room in girls’ hostel after 11 pm. 

The candidate was unable to answer the question in the commotion that ensued. 

Ganesh Madabattula (PhD, Chemical Engineering):  

Ganesh started off by stating that his motivation of standing for the post of Chairman was that he wanted 

to take the lead and responsibility to solve problems. He stated his credentials by citing his previous 

experience of working in Note Book Drive, Placement Committee and on the organizing committee of 

Spectrum.  

Stating his manifesto, he said that he wants to address the mess issue and strengthen the mess 

committee. Regarding the placement committee, he stated that he wants to improve upon the work done 

during Samanway and take forward the Samanway website and have a full fledged industry friendly 

website for the purpose of placements. He went on to state that many of us have a desire to study abroad 

and having a higher education cell would be on his agenda. He wants to have an online portal for 

addressing hostel issues and thanked the previous SC for bringing the hostel maintenance issues under 

the purview of CCMD. Pushing the scholarship hike issue forward is another item in his agenda. Soft 

skills workshops will be held for the benefit of students. Ganesh stated that he wants to involve students 

to a greater extent and reduce distance between students and SC. He said that he is contesting as an 

individual and not as part of any team and has no issues in working with anyone. This statement was 

well received by the audience.  

Q&A session with the audience: 

Q: Thank you to the candidates for the entertainment provided by you during your campaigning. If a 

student violates a rule in a hostel, will you take action against him? 

A: I do not understand the question. 

Q: You stated in your manifesto that you plan to increase scholarship. How do you plan to do it if it is 

not in your hands? 

A: My main action here will be to take surveys and understand the opinion of the students and help the 

administration in knowing what the students want. 

Q: You plan to address the issue of long duration of PhD. What issues do you think contribute to the 

long duration of PhD? 

A: Many students don't have a well defined problem. There should be mandatory evaluation of reports. 
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Research students involved in experimental work take a long time to order and procure equipments and 

chemicals. If a single window process is started to streamline this process, it will help reduce duration of 

PhD. 

Q: If the administration flatly refuses to listen to you, would you lead the students in a protest against the 

administration? 

A: Firstly, I don't believe that the administration would flatly refuse to listen to us. If it does happen, 

then it is not my decision, it is the students’ decision. I would have a survey first to find out what the 

students want. But either way, first we will try to convince the administration in a soft way before going 

for other means. 

Q: You advertised your role in the notebook drive. In what way do you think your experience in the 

notebook drive adds to your credentials to be an SC member? 

A: Working with NBD gave me experience of working with people.  

Pankaj Jain (Int PhD, MBU): 

Pankaj stated at the start of his soapbox campaign that he would present his manifesto in the same order 

as that of the questionnaire that Voices had sent to all the candidates. Objections were raised both from 

the audience and a few Voices members to this on the grounds that Voices had clearly mentioned that 

candidates are neither allowed to use Voices nor the questions sent by Voices as part of their campaign. 

The ensuing commotion and ruckus made it hard to discern any single voice in the room for some time. 

Pankaj later clarified to Voices that he was just using the order of questions and not using the Voices 

questionnaire directly. 

Pankaj's statements on his manifesto included improving the security situation on campus. He stated that 

students should not ask questions to the security when they are asked to show their id cards. Health 

insurance issue will be pursued and career fair will be made a regular event. He said that he would try to 

improve networking with alumni. He said that accounts of the Students' Council should be open to all to 

inspect. There are laboratories where students handle hazardous radioactive waste without adequate 

protection. This situation should be improved. Satish Dhawan Auditorium is not available to students for 

all cultural activities. This should be made available to all. He also said a mega cultural fest will be held. 

Q&A with the audience: 

Q: Will you fight for stipend hike and other issues even if you are not elected for this post? 

A: I have been a part of the Students' Council for the past many years and have been fighting for these 

causes for the past many years and will continue to do so in the future. 
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Candidates contesting for the post of General Secretary: 

Brijendra Kumar (PhD, CSA): 

Brijendra started by stating an example of the hostel issues and how it should be made more easily 

accessible to everybody by having an online forum where everyone can raise the issues they are facing. 

He stated that to solve any problem, you need information. Then you need to know what the 

requirements to solve those problems are. Blood donor database should be prepared and made more 

accessible to all. Overall, SC should be made more accessible to students.  

Q&A with the audience: 

Q: How do you plan to address the dog menace? 

A: We will find out the places with lot of dogs and find out some way to remove the dogs or control 

them. This also involves animal rights and so, the dogs can’t just be killed. 

Q: You seem to be an honest person. What is your opinion on the fact that posters of some of the 

candidates were pulled down? 

A: I cannot comment on the pulling down of the posters but can state that I and my friends were 

definitely not involved in such activities.  

Olu Emmanuel Femi (PhD, Materials): 

Femi started by thanking the audience for the silence that greeted his arrival and stated that in the 

political spirit that this soapbox was conducted so far, whatever questions are thrown at him, he will give 

an answer. He stated that he believes the SC needs to operate in an unambiguous way. He went on to 

explain what he means by unambiguous and gave the example of the mess issue and said that there were 

few students who were against privatization and some students who were fine with it. He stressed the 

need to know exactly what the students want and the need to finalize the students' views. He also said 

that the SC should reach out to people. SC should find a way to make the mess committee a part of SC.  

There is a need to have a general secretary who understands the bylaws. He said that they were standing 

as a team because they know each other and understand each other. He also said that they will not bow 

down to anyone and will stand up for what is right. 

Q&A with the audience: 

Q: Are you aware that mess president has always been a part of the SC steering committee?  

A: Yes but this is not required by the bylaws. It should be a part of the bylaws and SC should work with 

the mess committee. 
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Q: You resigned from the post of Gymkhana Secretary just before an important event like Spectrum. Are 

you a quitter? 

A: I do not believe in the statement - if you cannot beat them, join them. This is not who I am. I cannot 

be a part of team where the Chairman of the Gymkhana cannot take a decision on his own without 

picking up the phone. I cannot be a part of a team where the Chairman does not believe in me.  

Q: If the Chairman of the SC speaks on the phone for everything, what will your action be? 

A: I cannot work with a Chairman who does not believe in me. I will be a part of any team where the 

Chairman believes in me and takes decisions on his own without consulting a Godfather or Godmother. 

 

Candidates contesting for the post of Secretary (Academics): 

Bhanu Teja B (PhD, SERC): 

Bhanu Teja stated his plans to have a placement web portal. He also wants to have individual web pages 

for all students on the institute website. He plans to update the IISc web repository with e-books. He said 

that the library portal does not give all the information about availability of books, this needs to be 

improved. Also, SERC has a bay area that is open to all students of the institute but very few people use 

it. Instead of asking for 24 hours library, people can start using this area as it has some facilities that are 

better than the library. 

Q&A with the audience: 

Q:  Isn't it illegal to upload e-books on the web repository?  

A:  Free e-books are already available on internet.  If we can have photocopies of textbooks then why 

not free e-books? Some are already available on DC++.  Also the web repository cannot be accessed 

from outside campus and it will be limited to internal circulation. 

Q:  If the student has a disagreement with his advisor, then the student does not have any power. What 

will you do in this case? 

A:  I will take the case to the higher authorities. 

Q: You seem to be making contradictory statements from what you have stated in your manifesto, why is 

that? 

A: I am not a dictator and cannot do everything. I can only take things forward to the concerned 

authorities.  
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Prapanch Nair (PhD, Mechanical): 

He began by saying that when he came to this campus and asked questions about the state of research 

here, people usually answered “don't ask”. But if one asked about the state of life outside the campus the 

replies were at least positive.  In his opinion, this campus needs a change and people should answer 

positively when someone talks about research. At the end of the year, the achievements will be looked 

upon as achievements of the SC and not as his own achievements. His manifesto is divided into things 

that need to be improved and the issues that have to be addressed. Among the things that have to be 

improved, everybody is expected to have computer skills when they come to the institute. He proposed 

to hold regular workshops for this. Career Fair, EntIISc were good initiatives by the previous SC and 

should be continued. There was a decline in SSN activities this year and they will focus on it in the 

coming year. Help should be provided to students to be better prepared for placement and database of 

funding agencies should be prepared. Among the issues to be corrected are the stipend issue, red-tapism 

in submitting of thesis like defense reviews. There should be a 24X7 reading room if not a 24X7 library. 

Orientation should be fine-tuned to help first year students adjust faster to new environment. Online 

course registration should be enabled; convocation should be a grand event. He wished that at least 10 

people should say that their research is going good. His priority would be his research but his second 

priority would be the research of all other students. 

Q&A with the audience: 

Q: How do you plan to address long duration of PhD?  

A: The Professors do not choose the problem for students. Long durations of PhD are a custom in some 

departments, but if this goes on beyond a threshold, it should be addressed.  

Q: What might be the reasons for a student not being happy in research? 

A: It might be because he is sad, alone and feeling isolated. If he knows that there is a support system in 

place that he can take support from, it might help things. 

Q: Speaking about academics, will you also address the issues of undergraduates? 

Ans. Academic committee role includes this. If they have any issues, they can come to us.  

Q: There is a rule that you cannot earn while studying here as long as you are getting stipend. Why is it 

so? 

A: The reason is that we are in a residential program and there is no rule stating how many hours we are 

supposed to put into our work. (Anuradha added to it by stating that there is a conflict of interest since 

MHRD is paying you to be in the institute 24x7. Abraham stated that you can take leave for 3 months in 

PhD and go for internships provided you don't take scholarship. ) 
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Hari Krishna Malladi (CSA, PhD.): 

The candidate was not present at the soapbox. 

 

 

Candidate contesting for the post of Secretary (Women’s Affairs): 

Debaleena Basu (CNS, PhD.) Elected unopposed 

She stated that it was unfortunate that she was elected unopposed, unfortunate because, it shows the lack 

of participation of women in this field. She proceeded by saying that in the past, the Women’s Secretary  

just forwarded the harassment and molestation cases to the Harassment Cell, which took lot of time in 

taking a decision and Annuradha sped up the process by ensuring the involvement of the Director in the 

committee. She reassured that improvements will be made in the security around the girls’ hostels. She 

announced the formation of de-stressing workshops and health care facilities, especially for women. She 

promised counseling for traumatized women and a pet forum only for women where they can discuss 

anything under the sun. She also proposed a hotline number for emergency within the campus and if 

possible, 1 km around the campus. 
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Although the enthusiasm among the candidates and the audience was understandable, there was no 

denying the fact that the enthusiasm could have been channeled in a more constructive way. There were 

instances during the soapbox where there was a complete breakdown of decorum in spite of repeated 

efforts by the Javed G S, the Election Officer, to maintain order.  

We hope that this Voices issue helps you, the reader, to make a more informed decision about whom to 

cast your vote for. We request our readers to take all factors into consideration and make an informed 

decision regarding who you want to elect as the representatives of the IISc student body. 
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